FOOLED BY A FEELING: GEN. 27:21-13

Intro: Three things that Isaac couldn't discern

1. The man that Isaac couldn't discern - Verse 23
2. The meat that Isaac couldn't discern - Verses 3, 9, 25
3. The misery that Isaac couldn't discern - Verses 33; Gen. 22:9

With these scriptures I want to:

1. Expound the story – Note these three lessons
   a. The overthrow of man’s will - Gen.25-23, 27:1-4, 33, 40
   b. The outcome of man’s ways - Gen. 27:5-29, 41-44, 31-41
   c. The obvious of man’s wrongs - Gen. 27:19-23,, 29:16-25, 37:31

2. Examine the scene

In this home I see
   a. A father that was deceived - Gen. 27:19-23
   b. A female that’s disruptive - Gen. 27:6-13
   c. A family that’s divided - Gen. 25:28, 27:5-6, 41 (his and her sons)

3. Explain the sermon

Fooled by a feeling because of Isaac’s lack of discernment (Notice)
   a. The falsehood that he couldn't refute - Verses 19-20
   b. The feelings that he couldn't refuse - Verses 21-23
   c. The flesh that he couldn't recognize - Verses 24-27

4. Encourage the saints

I want to encourage the saints to live

1. An obedient life
2. An open life
3. An oneness life